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 Game Modes Clan Gamemodes Time Attack Deathmatch Capture The Flag Team Deathmatch Clan Custom Gamemodes Horde Castle Loot Drop Survival We are working on adding even more gamemodes to be found, let us know if you find something! Gamemodes Dual Mode Horde Mode PVP Mode Arcade Mode Real Time Strategy We are currently updating a bunch of features for a 1.0
release. We will release an extensive changelog later on. New Gamemodes With this mode, you can play in a team of 2-8 players, defending a base of your choice, while an enemy team attacks it. Win to win! Only 2 players can stand inside a base. Be the first to capture the enemy base and win! Once a player has captured the base, the other player(s) must try to retake it before the timer reaches 0.

Note that the timer can be stopped. Horde Mode rewards: New Island Game Mode: Horde Castle 100 Reward Points Gain a new island for your Horde base. Custom Towers Game Mode: Custom Towers Custom towers for your Horde base! Clan Castle Clan Castle is the most simple gamemode and represents the basic features of TETRUX: Online. You play as either Horde or Alliance and are pitted
in a duel between both sides. You can attack the enemy while being guarded, and defend while being attacked. Win to win! No towers, no defense. Once a player has won, he can choose to conquer the enemy base by beging the attack, or to defend it by being the attacker. Clan Castle rewards: Clan Castle for 2 players: 2 bases with 3 towers Clan Castle for 3 players: 4 bases with 2 towers Clan Castle

for 4 players: 6 bases with 1 tower Clan Castle for 5 players: 8 bases with 1 tower Clan Castle for 6 players: 10 bases with 0 towers Clan Castle for 7 players: 12 bases with 0 towers Cl 82157476af
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